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HOW POTATO GROWER VARIABLY APPLIES POTASH AND

MAGNESIUM – FARMERS WEEKLY
Novel soil-mapping technology is enabling a potato grower to learn more about his own soils and rented �elds, thereby make better use of

two key nutrient inputs ...

About two-thirds of the potato growing area for AG Wright and Son is on rented land, which adds unknowns in terms of soil type and nutrient

status.

Farm director Jack Smith explains that 90% of the potato tonnage is grown on contract and optimising yield is key to achieve pro�tability

through contracts. However, making a sustainable margin has been an increasing challenge in recent years with rising prices, especially last

year’s fertiliser, fuel and electricity price increase.

Jack says this prompted the business to focus on its inputs and look at how to optimise them.  “This was the nudge that now is the right time to

take an even closer look at inputs,” he says.

A key part of the total growing cost of potatoes is fertiliser. “What can we do to ensure our fertiliser use is optimised?” says Jack.

Jack’s agronomist, Stefan Williams, works at Farmacy and has several clients using the company’s TerraMap service to gain a better

understanding of soils in both owned and rented �elds.

However, he also sees a potential role for the tool in making better use of fertiliser inputs such as potash and magnesium.

 

SO HOW DOES THE TERRAMAP SERVICE WORK?

James Lane, digital services specialist at Hutchinsons, explains that the sensor measures the variation of four naturally emitted isotopes

across a �eld. Fields are scanned using a gator.

It measures 800 points in each hectare. This indicates where to take soil samples in the �eld, thereby generating detailed maps with up

to 27 layers.

Last year was Jack’s �rst time using TerraMap and he opted for the standard plus organic matter package, which measures 11 criteria:

■ Phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, pH

■ Clay (%), sand (%), silt (%), silt/clay fraction and texture

■ Elevation

■ Organic matter

Looking at phosphate, Stefan says there is variation in �elds, but levels are generally indices 3 to 4, suggesting good inherent levels.

“Di-ammonium phosphate is applied on the planter; placing it just below the seed is known to increase tuber numbers. Therefore, DAP

is not currently variably applied.”
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